
 

                                      Y1 Curriculum Overview - Spring 
 

 

  
Spring 1 - Footsteps (History and Geography 

Focus) 
 

 
Spring 2 - Footsteps (History and Geography Focus) 

 
English 

 
 

 
Simon Bartram - Man on the Moon (Fantasy Stories) 
 
Alien Description 
 
Settings 
 
Biography - Famous People 
 
T4W - A journey to the moon 
 
Reading Spine - Where the Wild Things are    
                            
                             Lost and Found 
 
Page Turners - Journey 
 
                         Leon and the Planet Inbetween 
 
                         Man on the Moon 
 

 
 
 

 
Traditional Tales 
 
 
How to catch a Big Bad Rumplestiltskin- Instructional Texts 
 
Letters and Postcards - linked to tradition tales 
 
T4W - Rumplestiltskin 
 
T4W - The Magic Porridge Pot 
 
Reading Spine - Cops and Robbers 
 
                            The Tiger who came for Tea 
 
Page Turners - Wolves 
 
                          Jack and The Baked Beanstalk 
 
                          The Stinky Cheese Man and other fairy stupid tales 
 
                          Burglar Bill 
 



 

 
Maths 

 
 

 
Number - Addition and Subtraction within 20 
Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction 
facts within 20.  
Add and subtract one digit and two digit numbers to 20, 
including zero.  
Read, write and interpret mathematical statements 
involving addition, subtraction and equals signs.  
Solve one step problems that involve addition and 
subtraction, using concrete objects, pictorial 
representations and missing number problems.  
 
Measurement - Length and Height 
Measure and begin to record lengths and heights. 
Compare, describe and solve practical problems for length 
and height.  
 

 
Number - Place Value within 50 
Count to 50 forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from 
any number.  
Count, read and write numbers to 50 in numerals.  
Given a number, identify one more or one less.  
Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial 
representations including the number line. Use the language of: 
equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least.  
Count in multiples of 2’s, 5,s and 10’s. 
 
Measurement - Weight and Volume 
Measure and begin to record mass/weight, capacity and volume.  
Compare, describe and solve practical problems for mass/weight: 
[for example, heavy/light, heavier than, lighter than]; capacity and 
volume [for example, full/empty, more than, less than, half, half full, 
quarter]  
 

 
Science 

 
 

 
Everyday Materials 
This unit aims to teach the children about a range of 
materials used in day to day life. Identify materials in the 
classroom and around the school. Natural and man made 
materials. Matching materials. Magnets and metal. Sorting 
objects. Floating and sinking. Link it to 3 little pigs and 
make 3 houses out of different materials to text durability 
 
Seasonal Changes - Winter into Spring. Focus Garden 
Birds 
 
This ‘Seasonal Changes (Winter and Spring)’ unit will 
teach the class about the four seasons, with a particular 
focus on Winter and Spring. Children will use a class 
weather station to observe, measure and record the 
weather across the seasons. They will also observe 
changes across the seasons by exploring the signs of 

 
Animals including Humans (Habitats) 
 
This Unit will teach the class about the different animal groups, their 
features, animal families and their habitats. It will also teach the 
children about the threats to their environment. Children will learn 
about skeleton structure, muscles and joints.  
Children will learn about Humans, anatomy and the bones. They 
will compare skeletons and investigate the effect of exercise on the 
body.  
They may learn about food groups, healthy eating and the basic 
principles around how the digestive system works.  
 
 



autumn and winter through nature and wildlife. A range of 
learning activities are used in this unit including 
observation, discussion and learning outside. Children also 
work scientifically by collecting, recording and interpreting 
simple data. We will also record and observe the changes 
in a sycamore tree at the front of school through the 
seasons. 
 
The children will also complete a home project on garden 
birds which will be displayed and presented on a special 
morning with parents in school.  
 

 
Art 

 
 

Sculpture skills focus 
Artists’ reference Andy Goldsworthy, Antony Gormley, 

Barbara Hepworth, Henry Moore 
Defining  sculpture and media used by exploring examples 

and works made by sculptors 
Create own paper sculpture, clay handling and shaping, 

pipe cleaner and wire sculpture 

Collage skills focus 
Artists’ reference Kurt Schwitters, Nick Gentry, Rene Magritte 
Introduce collage techniques. Arrange and compose chosen 
images from magazines and prints. Combine and rearrange 
selected images to compose imaginary and themed scenes. 

 
 

 
Computing 

 
 

 
Action Algorithms  
 
Using the ipads, 2simple and some practical resources, 
the children will learn how to link instructional algorithms. 
The children will write and test their algorithms before 
making corrections.  

 
Digital Sounds 
 
A unit to introduce children to digital sound and letting them 
experiment with simple beats, rhythms, tempo and composition with 
various tools. 

 
Design 

Technology 
 

Moving pictures  - Aliens  
 
This ‘Aliens’ unit gives children opportunities to develop 
their understanding of mechanisms. Children listen to “A 
day in the life of Bob” and then learn how the characters 
from the story can be made into a moving picture. 
Following instructions on how to make different types of 
mechanisms, such as levers, wheels and sliders, gives 
children experience and information to draw on when 
developing their own ideas. They sketch a design based 
on their ideas and then create their moving picture centred 

Free Standing Structures 
 
Children will learn how to make purposeful products which are 
strong and sturdy. Children will design, develop, make, strengthen 
and reinforce their models in a broader topic around the History of 
George Stephenson’s Train.  
 



on the aliens or astronauts on the moon. Children evaluate 
their finished product.  
 
 
 

 
French 

 
 

 
Unit 1 - Je Parle Francais 
 
Naming Colours  

 
Unit 1 - Je Parle Francais 
 
Food and drink 
 

 
Geography 

 
 

 
Local Area - Maps and Journeys (Geography skills and 
Fieldwork) 
This is a lively and fun topic to teach children fieldwork and 
observational skills as they study the geography of their schools, 
the grounds and the key human and physical features of the 
surrounding environment. We also get the children to compare 
their local area knowledge with a contrasting geographical 
environment. Our School, Our Playground, Our homes, 
Directions, Our Coastline, Local Landmarks, Local Land Use 
and Contrasting Place/Country.   
 
Countries (Locational Knowledge) 
This would link to the area of contrast with the local area.  

Compare and Contrast to Polar Regions  (Place Knowledge) 
Antarctica and the Arctic compared. Make comparisons and look at 
similarities and differences between the two regions. The Poles, the 
arrangement of the land and sea, climate, plants, animals and 
humans.  
 
Continents (Locational Knowledge) 
This area aims to teach the children about the 7 different continents 
and their maps, features, climates and animals. What is a 
continent? Europe, Antarctica, Asia, Africa, North and South 
America and Australia.  
 
 
 

 
History 

 
 

 
Significant Person - Neil Armstrong (The life of a significant individual in the past) (Cross curricular link to Scientists 
and Inventors) 
In this series of lessons, the children will learn about Neil Armstrong, his life, his colleagues, Apollo 11, the moon landing, the first 
moon walk and his famous words. They will do this through a series of varied tasks and creative links across the curriculum. 
Space travel is a terrific topic and I would encourage incorporating Space X and Elon Musk as a comparison point.  
 
Travel and Transport timelines (Events beyond living memory) 
This aims to look at how travel and transport have changed throughout history.  
 
George Stephenson ( significant person in our local history)  
This study looks at the life and impact of George Stephenson. We look at his life, his work and his links to our local area. We also 
look at the development of the steam engine from the use of horses in coal mines to increasing the pulling power using steam. 



We look at the steps to him creating the first public railway for passengers and winning an important competition with his 
locomotive the ‘Rocket’ in 1829. We create fact files and design our own trains too. 
 
 

 
Music 

 
 

 
Charanga - In the Groove     Round and Round 

 
Body percussion 

 
War of the Worlds 

 

 
PE 

 
 

 
Gymnastics - Building a simple routine linked to Key Steps 
1. Develop mirror, match and cannon 
 
Outdoor Games - Send and Return (PE HUb) 

 
Dance - Polar Animal Dance. Snow and Ice movements 
 
Outdoor Games - Run, Jump and Throw (PE Hub - Unit 1) 

 
PSHE 

 
 

 
Team 
 
This unit is inspired by the idea that if a team works well 
together, it has a positive impact on all of its members and 
what they can achieve. It aims to enable the children to 
develop successful collaborative working skills, such as 
good listening. In this unit, children learn about the 
importance of being kind to others, the effects of bullying 
and teasing and what to do about it if they see it 
happening, or it happens to them. They will also think 
about effective learning skills and how to identify good and 
not-so-good choices. 

 

 
Britain 
 
This topic aims to explore what a community is and what it means 
to belong to the school community. Use the lesson plans, lesson 
presentations, worksheets and additional resources to encourage 
the children to identify what helps and harms the school community 
and how they can have a positive impact upon it. 
These resources have been produced to be fully in line with the 
Learning Outcomes and Core Themes outlined in the PSHE 
Association Programme of Study which is widely used by schools in 
England and is recommended and referred to by the DfE in all key 
documentation relating to PSHE provision in schools. 

 



 
RE 

 
 

 
Christianity, Islam and Judaism  

 
Friends of Jesus             Easter 
What do these religions teach? 

Christianity • The Bible: special book for Christians, source of authority, teaching and help • Love, caring, trust, forgiveness: 
stories from the Old and New Testaments, for example Joseph, The Lost Sheep. 

 
Judaism • The Torah: rules, values and stories, significance to Jewish people Islam • Qu'ran revealed to Muhammad (peace be 
upon him); importance; how it is used and treated; source of authority and teaching • Words and meaning of some portions of the 
Qu’ran • The 'Shahadah' 
 
Islam • Qu'ran revealed to Muhammad (peace be upon him); importance; how it is used and treated; source of authority and 
teaching • Words and meaning of some portions of the Qu’ran • The 'Shahadah' 

 
 

 


